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From The Editor
Our biggest annual event, the Dog Days Wine Tour is this Saturday, July
14. Thank you to all who have volunteered their time in planning out the
activities. Many team meetings have been held over the past 6 months to
make sure it all goes well. The food preparations, rest stops, tour routes
and everything else is coming together quickly. Our unique road arrows
have been painted and the routes have been tested by our members
during "Ride the Dog" last weekend. Things will get very busy starting
this Friday. By now, everyone who has signed up to help should know
where and when you are needed. All we need now is a good weather day!
If you have any questions, contact Scott Edmundson or you team leader.
See you Saturday!
And Welcome! to some new members:
William Beasley Gary Burls Rick Gornek Clifford & Joan Prusinski

Steve

Poker Run Highlights

Poker Run Highlights
By Rob Hipskind
Shuffle up and Deal! At the Big Event on June 30th, 44 riders left the
Wakeman Elevator at 10:00 am to ride 4 different routes to 5 different
safety check stops. The check stops included tires, tubes, chain wear,
brakes and chain cleaning. At each stop the riders picked a card to make
a poker hand to compete against the other riders. At the end of the ride,
they even had the option to buy a sixth card to try to improve their hand.
The best overall hand was held by Steve “The Joker” Oz as he held 4
lucky sevens to win the Grand Prize which included a $50 gift card from
Swerve, 4 cycling t-shirts, a pair of Dog Days socks, and a lighted water
bottle. (He immediately left for the Casino to see if his card luck would
hold.) The second best hand was held by Dan “Are 2s Wild?” Roob with 4
twos and he won everything Oz did except for the Swerve gift card. Eva
Weber finished in third place with a nice spade flush and Pete Klepak
came in fourth when he hit his pretty little straight. The worst hand prize
was won by Carol Melchioris with a real ugly 8-6 high hand, which just
barely edged out her husband Mark’s pathetic 8-7 high hand. (They did
not go to the casino to see if their luck would hold.) The Day’s Worst
Mechanical prize was “won” by Nancy Klepak and Joan Prusinski won a
cue sheet clip for being our newest member present. And I may have
even forgotten a prize due to the early signs of heat stroke.
I want to sincerely thank our ride leaders - Dick Jacquemotte, Dennis
Stout, Eva Weber and Dan Roob. Without members volunteering their
time to lead rides, what kind of club would we be? We would all be riding
by ourselves, that’s what kind of club we would be. Also, thanks to
everyone on the Education and Safety Committee, the Board for funding
the prizes, Jose and Rick for t-shirt help, Scott for Dog Days socks, Betsy
for her contributions, and everyone else that helped at the check stops.

Chain Wear– Why Should I Care?
By Karen Hobbs, Education and Safety Committee
If you are an avid cyclist, you know why to care for your chain. If you
participated in the Poker Run you had your chain checked at the third
card stop. This article is for the rider who is new or a rider who hasn’t
given any thought to the components of their bike. Caring for your chain
before it wears out extends the life of your bike and helps prevent
unexpected breakdowns. Chain wear will lead to poor shifting and lost
efficiency. Additionally, a severely worn chain is weaker and there’s
nothing fun about a snapped chain under power. As you ride, the
pressure applied to your pedals begins to stretch your chain. The rate it
stretches depends on a variety of factors, including where you ride, your
riding style, dirt, weather, and excess lube. Unfortunately, you might not
be aware of your chain stretching. Often the first sign of a chain problem
is when you begin to have difficulty shifting. The chain has pitch which is
the distance between the chain’s pins. A new chain at a 0.5 in pitch is
designed to sit deep into the cog of the chain-ring in the front and
cassette on the back-wheel hub. As the pitch increases, the chain rolls
higher up on the teeth and causes rapidly increased cog wear as the point
of contact is reduced. Too much wear, and the chain will start skipping
over the top of the cog. The chain is very efficient at making the gears
match the pitch of the chain. So, if you replace a chain before it’s worn
out, the gears on the cassette and chain-ring last much longer. The chain
is much less expensive to replace than replacing a chain-ring and the
cassettes. How do you check? Yes, you can do it yourself. Drop-in style
chain checkers can be bought cheaply and are worth using every few
weeks in your chain lube/wipe maintenance. The tool clips onto your
chain and measures the distance between the chain’s pins. There are
several schools of thought on when you should replace your chain and/or
cassettes. If in doubt, ask your local bike shop how to use a chain
checker tool. Here is what my research indicated:
• The chain checker has a notched end that is placed inside a section of
chain. Then try to engage the T-shaped end of the tool into the chain, if
the “T” cannot be inserted as far as the indent point the chain is not yet
worn.
• If the “T” can be inserted all the way to the indent point the chain is
worn to at least the amount indicated on the tool.

worn to at least the amount indicated on the tool.
• If the 0.75 side fits into the chain, the chain is worn to at least 0.75%.
The chain should be replaced soon.
• If the 1.0 side fits into the chain, the chain is worn to at least 1% and
should be replaced.

Ride Star* System – What it really means
Most Silver Wheels riders are fully aware of our ride star chart and how
club rides are classified. For those who are unclear about the subject,
especially our new members, here is a more detailed description of the
rides that are offered on our calendar. Don't be shy, come out and ride!

Introduction to Group Riding (Pedal Pushers)
This is a great ride for new folks who are unsure of their cycling strength
or skill level. We will travel on the trail for a distance of 3 – 10 miles at a
slow pace. This will be determined by the riders who show for the ride.
We will slowly increase the distance and speed over the ensuing weeks.
One Star (1*)
This is our entry-level ride classification. Average speeds will fall between
8 and 10.9 mph, although most are above 8 mph. The speeds can be
slower or faster at times, but at the end of the ride, the average will be
under 10.9 mph. This level is for those who want to ride at a more
leisurely pace, and for shorter distances. Some just prefer a slower ride
and others physically can't go very fast. This may also involve scenic
exploration type rides where there is a lot of stopping and sight-seeing.
One star rides are generally on bike trails with flat terrain. Some lowtraffic roads can also be used, and difficult hills are avoided. Ride
distances can be from 3 to 15 or more miles. The ride leader should stop
about every 20 minutes to allow a brief rest and drink. If new to biking,
this is a good level to start with.

this is a good level to start with.
Two Star (2*)
The next level gets going a bit faster, with speeds between 11 and 12.9
mph, on average. These rides can cover any distance but hover around
20-30 miles on average. Due to the longer routes, riders need to bring
enough food, drink and supplies. You can expect to ride a mix of trails
and roads or all road. Some hills can be on the route too. These rides may
also include a "destination" such as lunch or a local attraction. Due to
road riding, full knowledge of riding with traffic is a must. This is a great
level for those who have gained enough endurance to move beyond the 1
star.
Three Star (3*)
This very popular pace is faster yet, with average speeds of 13 - 14.9
mph. You can expect longer distances and more hills at times. Most rides
are on roads and may have fewer rest stops. Experience in all riding
conditions is needed to ensure a safe trip for yourself and fellow riders.
Going at a faster speed, of course, enables rides with more miles in less
time. Strong 2 star riders should be able to move into this level without
much difficulty.
Four Star (4*)
This is for our fast riders who can maintain average speeds of 15 - 17.9
mph. Ride distances are usually increased and all road conditions can be
encountered. Challenging hills may be included and rest stops may not be
as frequent. You need a lot of stamina for long, fast rides at this level.
Open
This is not used often but can be used as our fastest level with speeds
over 18 mph. In short, any speed, distance or terrain is possible in this
category.
(+) and (-) indicators
This means the average ride speed will be near the top of the category
(+) or closer to the bottom (-). Sometimes the ride leader tries to go for a
faster or slower version, and this is usually advertised as such. For
example, a 2+ ride would indicate an average pace of 12.5 - 13 mph.
Also - note that additional ride details may be included in the calendar
listing. Always check the ride description before heading out to avoid
surprises. Routes are often posted on RWGPS for review before riding.
And remember, all ride speeds levels are averages, over the entire ride.
Conditions and terrain will certainly cause faster or slower speeds
throughout the ride.

The Great Pumpkin Roll Ride
The Cincinnati Cycle Club and Silver Wheels are cross promoting
each other’s big cycling events this year. So, please consider riding
the Great Pumpkin Roll Ride on September 29th. Dan and Tina
Maddock have ridden the Pumpkin for the past four years and they
love the event. Tina placed second in the timed 2-mile hill climb the
past two years and Dan won a free jersey last year.
The Great Pumpkin Roll oﬀers three routes called the Dusseldorf 25,
the Frankfurt 50, and the Hamburg 65. Post ride they have a
fantastic Oktoberfest atmosphere complete with the hill climb
results board, German cuisine, desserts, music, and a cash bar
stocked with Cincinnati's finest craft biers.
For more information go to http://www.greatpumpkinrollride.com or
their FaceBook page at
https://www.facebook.com/GreatPumpkinRollRide/.

Law-breakers and Independence Day riders

Tour de France NBC Sports Fantasy Contest
If you want to draft a fantasy Tour de France team and compete for free
against your fellow Silver Wheelers, go to this link and click on the Sign
Up button. http://nbcfantasy.stats.com/. For your Team Name use
something creative. After you are registered and have your team
selected, you need to join the private Group called Silver Wheels Cycling,
the password for our group is "oberlin".
You pick 15 riders for your team roster, spending less than 500 of your
draft points/dollars. For example Froome will cost you $42. The contest
starts on July 6th and ends on July 29th. You can make changes to your
roster up until July 11th. You pick 9 riders that actually count for your
daily points and the other 6 are on the bench. Or just pick your best 9
and leave it alone and take your chances. Stage 1 through Stage 4 are
the Practice stages, when they get to Stage 5, your score will be reset to
zero as the Official Race Phase begins and your roster will be locked.
Even if you know nothing about the Tour, you can spend a few minutes
randomly filling out your team picking riders you have never heard of
that total to less than $500 and then you can follow your success in the
standings from the millions of people who may sign up but more
importantly monitor your place in the Silver Wheels Cycling Club
standings too. Bragging rights are on the line!

DOG DAYS PICTURES NEEDED
We are asking all volunteers to also be photographers for the event if
possible. Steve Oz, the official Dog Days photographer, will be visiting
rest stops and the Lions Club taking pictures. If you see something really
interesting, snap a pic. A reminder from the Safety and Education
Committee: SAG drivers must have their car or bicycle parked before
taking pictures. Send your best pictures to Steve at theozs@oh.rr.com.
The pictures will be used for a video planned for the Dog Days 2019
event. Thank you volunteers, we couldn't have such a fantastic event
without your help.

Sue Wells

Don't forget the next general membership meeting is
Thursday, July 19 at 7PM

After the June 13 all-star ride, those who went to Lorenzo’s were
treated to a special dessert for Sue’s birthday. She did NOT lick her
fingers while serving….

You can’t be sad when riding a bicycle!
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